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DISCUS 2020 Version 11.1.1 Release Notes    
Previous Version: 11.0.0 
Release Date:  July 7, 2020 
Release Type:  Minor 
 

FEATURES 
 Added feature to allow for the specification of starting directory for each file chooser. 

 Added the ability to define and upload data to Net-Inspect fields 14.a – 14.d via the use of DISCUS 
tokens. 

 Added the ability to customize the data that DISCUS uploads to the Net-Inspect Comment field via 
the use of plain text and DISCUS tokens. 

 Added the ability to append the number of places to the requirement description field when the 
number of places of greater than 1, in the format “yX”, where y=places. 

 Added a new Data Type “Basic” for which any result value will result in the characteristic passing 
result validation. 

 Added the ability to set the default value for the Key field in the BOC. 

 Added features to decrease the number of steps required to apply balloon property changes to 
existing characteristics. 

 Added the ability to export to Excel the Operation Analysis data when the DISCUS Planner add-on 
module is enabled. 
 

BUGS 
 Fixed a bug which caused issues when the Operation Name in DISCUS Planner contained 

forward and backward slash characters. 

 Fixed a bug regarding modeless behavior which caused inconsistencies between the drawing 
panel and the TDP Properties. 

 Fixed a bug which prevented the display of PMI with specific model examples when the DISCUS 
3D add-on module was enabled. 

 Fixed a bug which prevented the overwriting of an existing template of the same name when 
importing a template in the Excel Export Settings area. 

 Fixed a bug that caused unexpected behavior when importing via CSV to the Materials & 
Processes list. 

 Fixed a bug which appended extraneous characters to the ballooned drawing file name when 
uploading to Net-Inspect. 

 Fixed a bug relating to DISCUS proxy settings where DISCUS would not respect the OS system 
settings. 

 Fixed a bug which caused only the first page to export when exporting the result of the Compare 
Drawings feature. 

 Fixed a bug which allowed more than 1 space character between multiple results when the 
Results add-on module was enabled, causing unexpected behavior. 
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 Fixed a bug which caused the TDP Properties dialog to initially display with insufficient width. 

 Fixed a bug in DISCUS Planner which resulted in the requirement image include/exclude setting 
changes to only be applied to the Final operation. 

 Fixed a bug in which DISCUS was not respecting the specified measuring system when using the 
AutoBalloon feature. 

 Fixed a bug which result in incorrect data to be displayed in the Belongs To field of the BOC when 
the 3D add-on module was enabled and certain conditions were met. 

 Fixed a bug in DISCUS 3D which prevented the OK and Apply buttons of the Balloon Properties 
dialog to function properly under specific circumstances. 

 Fixed a bug in DISCUS 3D which was causing unexpected behavior regarding Balloon Properties 
when the TDP also contained one or more PDF drawings. 

 Fixed a bug which caused unexpected behavior with the Inspection Method and Sampling 
dropdown menus when the Planner add-on module was enabled. 
 

OTHER 
 Changed Help PDF to reflect new features. 

 Improved logic and behavior relating to the FAI Inspector field in the BOC. 

 Improved CMM add-on module logic to support changes to the FAI Inspector behavior. 

 Added missing tokens for default Custom Report fields. 


